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Sunday, 21 June 2010 
 

Ref. Yr. Correspondence 26th May 2010 

Dear Mr Bridle 

Thank you for your timely reply. It is quite refreshing to receive an informative response from 
SBC rather than the usual holding notification of receipt. 

Having previously rushed my comments, I would like to flesh out some of the feelings strongly 
held by taxi licensees. 

As you will appreciate the income for SBC is based on two principle numeric dynamics viz. the 
licence fee(s)¹ charged, multiplied by the number of licensees. In the past there has been a 
strenuous effort on the part of SBC Licensing to hike up the fee element. When this approach 
was demonstrated, by the trade, to be unreasonable, the ground rules were changed. The new 
tactic (whether arrived at consciously or by chance) was to open flood gates on the number of 
vehicles licensed. We have now reached an overkill situation with regard to supply of licensed 
vehicles taxi/private hire service. If this were mirrored with say licensing of premises to sell 
alcohol, then Stockton High St would be furnished wall to wall with bars and clubs. However the 
licence income from public houses is, we are told, fixed by national government and a fraction of 
that which the taxi licensees pay. If this were true, then there would not be the same incentive to 
over-licensing of premises? 

Why is all this concerning to the trade? 
Well it must be obvious that the market for taxi services has a limit. This historical income ceiling 
has been devastated by the recession. So, as SBC soldier on with the concept of inflationary 
increases, the individual taxi licensee's income is nosediving. Perhaps this hypothesis might be 
better appreciated by Licensing Officers if we were to freeze their total department payroll, then 
recruit 20% more Officers to actually deal with clandestine taxi/private hires working in Stockton 
District. I am sure they would relish paying an increase in council tax while they watched as their 
salaries plummeted; which is a scenario exactly equivalent to that which the licensing officers 
have devised for the taxi licensees to face! 

 

 
1 Plates, badges, and testing. 
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This over licensing can be graphically demonstrated by a visit to Yarm between 11 pm to 2am 
on Friday or Saturday. Unbelievably, the Licensing Department actually consider a taxi rank of 8 
places in Yarm is adequate; whereas at peak times there are upward of 80 cars in operation in 
this small village². Also due to over licensing of vehicles, many cars now need to wait much 
longer for fares. Consequently Yarm High St. becomes strewn with cars causing a possible 
physical hazard to both the public and the taxi drivers: this somewhat ironic when analysing the 
reason the Licensing Department have against altering Stockton Rank "for safety 
considerations"! Couldn't SBC request HSE to review both ranks? In addition what is the logic of 
licensing condoning a private hire rank in the Swallow layby? This has certain adverse 
implications: 

1. Slightly inebriated passengers leaving the pizza arcade on Yarm Lane, to get a private 
hire car, need to negotiate two streams of hackneys: one coming in to the rank down 
Bridge Road³ and then other stream leaving by the same route. 

 2. The preferential treatment 4 of private hire also drastically increases Bridge 
 St traffic 5. 

3. Hackney cars are displaced and go elsewhere to make a living e.g. Yarm. 

Considering that SBC Licensing Department are adversely influencing the safety 
and income of taxi licensees there are, perhaps, issues that could be referenced to SBC's Duty 
of Care. Then again the stubborn refusal to allow the use of Stockton High St says little for 
SBC's Duty of Care for our less able-bodied residents who cannot be dropped off or picked up 
at High St shops. 

In this period of austerity SBC Licensing Department seem happily oblivious to the 
consequences of their actions. Two of their questionable schemes they embarked upon recently 
would be derisible if not costly and poorly budgeted. They spent a reported £600 on testing 
equipment for glass transparency and God knows what £'S6 on drug testing. Do not the 
Councillors think it is somewhat impolite for licensing not to advise the licensees7 of the 
cost of these adventures: Stockton Tax Payers get notice of how their funds are employed by 
the councils? Also where do the police figure in these escapades and why does licensing 
embark on monitoring new rules when they are demonstrating indifferent success with the 
control out of town hackneys and clandestine vehicles. 

 

 

 
2 Hackney have been squeezed out by unfair completion in Stockton and over-licensing 
3 A problem created by Stockton Licensing not allowing hackneys to pass down the High S1. even when the bus 
service is only a dream. 
4 Middlesbrough authorities, covered by the same police force, manage to differentiate between hackney and private 
hire!! 
5 Middlesbrough has, and enforces, routes exclusively for the use of Hackneys and buses.  

6 At a trade meeting we were told it would be £2000 but later we hear that this budget is wildly erroneous. 
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In addition to income from money from plating vehicles there is a lucrative trade in badges. As a 
driver I am well aware that many passengers are concerned that many drivers have, or feign to 
have, a poor command of English. This was superbly highlighted in the pursuit of yet another 
SBC ill-conceived schemes latterly dumped (or euphemistically termed "deferred"): the 
NVQ/BTEC. This was time consuming8and costly9. It is reported that at one training centre 
interpreters were allowed to assist applicants to complete the computer generated test. I have 
asked, jokingly, if these successful applicants would now have plates issued to seat only three 
passengers 10. 

In summary the hope is that SBC Licensing some day recognizes that we are in recession and 
look for economies by improving efficiency instead of simply passing on extra chages to the 
trade. 

 

John Nightingale 

21 June 2010  

 

 
7 Those who ultimately pick up the tab! 
8 Hours spent attending the classes 
9 Opportunity cost of the classes. 
10 One seat next to driver reserved for the interpreter 
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